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spin-wave method’ ’’
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We argue that the frozen spin-wave energy~either total or internal! is a second-order quantity. The force
theorem approximation, whether in the form disscussed, but not used by us, or in the form used by Nicholson
and Brown, is accurate only to first order. We agree that theynow get agreement with our first-principles
calculations and experiment in spite of this.
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In the preceding Comment,1 Nicholson and Brown
stressed the usefulness of the frozen potential approxima
~FPA! by general theoretical arguments and by presen
their new results on the magnon dispersion of Fe, which
in agreement with our results2 and with experiment. In their
earlier calculations of magnon dispersions, there was abo
factor of 2 error for Fe~compare Fig. 1 of the precedin
Comment with Fig. 1 of Ref. 3! and a smaller but still sig-
nificant error apparent in their Co dispersion curve. We s
pected that the FPA might be the cause of such big err
and presented our analysis on an inherent problem w
FPA.2 We now learn that such errors were actually due
computational mistakes.4 It remains to be understood wh
FPA can produce reasonable results despite an inhe
second-order error in this approximation.

The commonly given reason for FPA is the force theore
which states that to first order in a small perturbation,
change in the energy of a system is given by the chang
the sum of occupied level energies. However, there
second-order terms in the perturbation that cannot be
counted for by the change of level energies. This is true
both the total energy and the internal energy. When one c
siders a second-order effect such as in the evaluation o
magnon energy, a second-order mistake in the system en
ev
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can lead to a zero order error relative to the quantity
interest.

The preceding Comment now makes it clear that FPA
be justified by applying the force theorem with respect to
different quantity of small perturbation: not the constraini
potentials but rather the deviation from the true Kohn-Sh
potential in the FPA. There are still second-order correctio
but these are second-order terms of a quantity smaller
the constraining potentials. In particular, these second-o
corrections vanish in the long wavelength limit, and can s
to contribute only to fourth order in the wave vector. The
~corrected! numerical results for Fe still seem to be goo
beyond the immediate neighborhood of small wave vecto
Further work needs to be done to establish more preci
the domain of validity of FPA in the general case. We o
serve, based on earlier work on spiral spin-density wav5

that the magnetization direction in transition metals tends
have most of its variation in the outer part of the unit c
where the spin density is small. Thus the rigid rotation of t
spin within the Wigner-Seitz sphere used in FPA is a be
approximation than one might have expected.
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